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2010 - 2015

Out for 
consultation 
now

Put people 
and 
communities 
at the heart of 
what we do



Building Trust in our organisation
h  Training for planning & delivery
h  Initial target Communications staff
h  60 mentors across 8 regions / 20 Areas
h  Workshops for management teams and other staff 
h  BTwC slot in training programmes
h  Aim: to support area teams with engagement
h  Training now available for specific functions
h  Recognised brand



Step one - what do you want to achieve?
Step two - why do you need to work with the community?

Step three - who do you need to involve?

Step four - how will you involve the community? 
Step five - lets do it!

Step six - how did it go and what did you learn?

Why? Key messages and goals

Who? Target audiences

What? Activities to achieve our goals

How? Measuring success

Six Steps Approach



Why bother with Building Trust?
…issues of high public interest!

High public profile
Loads of complaints

Bad press
MPs involved

Stressful!Time 
consuming



Why work with the public…?

The County Times 10/12/99

The Western Mail 21/11/97

Concern about environmental issues



What is trust?
h  Competence – knowledge and expertise
h  Consistency  – predictability of arguments and behaviour
h  Commitment – to obligations and responsibility 
h  Independence – lack of bias
h  Openness – how easy is it for people to understand our 

decision-making processes? Our role? Are 
we transparent?

h  Empathy – caring, dedication, acting in ‘my interests’

(Source: Renn & Levine, 1991; Kasperson et al, 1992)

Rarely the most 
significant aspect



Do people trust us?

TRUST

PERCEIVED OBJECTIVITY

High

HighLow

•Independent experts

•Industry

•Local authority

•Regulator

•Individual officers

(Source: Petts et al, 2002 Understanding public perception of risk, Environment Agency 
R&D Report P5-040/PR1)



Imagine for a moment that you are a 
local resident …

h  Nearby landfill site smells horrible and rubbish is blowing on 
your property 

h  You have written to EA lots of times complaining and keep 
getting same, standard response letter but nothing on the 
site improves

h  Public meetings have been ineffective and confrontational
h  You have just found out through the local paper that the site 

is expanding

How would you feel?



Why we need to change
Decide-Announce-Defend

Start Decide      Announce Defend Implement

(and defend a little!)

Engage-Deliberate-Decide

Start Engage and deliberate                   Decide Implement
Champion!



Benefits for our teams
h  Reduced complaints… (less resources and stress!)
h  Understand the views, concerns and values of the 

community
h  Understand the issue better
h  Encourage the community and others to own the 

problem, the solution and their role in it

Better regulation = Better environment



How much engagement?

1. How affected will others be by the 
decision and how many?

2. Are there different perspectives / 
views about the issue?

3. How much support or ownership of 
the decision or implementation by 
others is required?

4. How much risk and uncertainty is 
involved?

5. When do actions/decision have to 
be made?

Inform Mixed 
approach

Engage

Very little
Few people

Some 
Some people

Severe
Many people

No significant A number of Wide range 
of

Alone More easily with 
others

Only with 
support

Low Medium: 
understood but 
not by others

High: poorly 
understood

Very quickly Over months Over years



What does the answer tell us?

INFORM? MIXED? ENGAGE?

Low conflict / 
uncertainty & little 

control over situation 
or decision / decided 

by others / procedure / 
few resources / crisis

Need buy in / 
understanding from 

stakeholders 
(individuals / groups / 

organisations) to make 
sure the decision is 

well informed AND to 
reduce risk of non 
delivery through 

resistance / opposition

High conflict / 
uncertainty / risk &/or 

need to share 
ownership of solution / 

high risk of non 
delivery through 

opposition 



IMPEL
Guideline FOR SELF- 

EVALUATION OF 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 
DIALOGUES

European Union Network for
the Implementation and 
Enforcement
of Environmental Law



How learning together 
with experts helps us



The help we provide

Training courses and workshops

Guidance…
How to 
guides…

Case studies…

Mentors in 
each area…

Expert Help



Contact
Cath.brooks (at) environment-agency.gov.uk
Community Relations Manager
Ruth.johnston (at) environment-agency.gov.uk
Community Relations Manager

www.environment-agency.gov.uk

mailto:Cath.brooks@environment-agency.gov.uk
mailto:Ruth.johnston@environment-agency.gov.uk


More for the PNS audience



Transition network

“Power is shifting from 
institutions that have always 
been run top-down, hoarding 
information at the top, telling 
us how to run our lives, to a 
new paradigm of power that is 
democratically distributed and 
shared by us all”. 
Trippi, J. (2004) The Revolution Will 
Not Be Televised.  Harper Collins.



The seven principles of Transition

h  Positive Visioning
h  Help People Access Good Information and Trust 

Them to Make Good Decisions
h  Inclusion and Openness
h  Enable Sharing and Networking
h  Build Resilience
h  Inner and Outer Transition
h  Subsidiarity: self-organisation and decision 

making at the appropriate level

http://transitionculture.org





“I believe that the problems of achieving 
a positive public understanding of 
science are closely related to the issue 
of safety. And safety is closely related to 
trust.  For a long time the term 'safety' 
was displaced by quantitative 'risk‘
…But gradually the point was 
established that quantitative measures 
of risk are not adequate for determining 
either industrial policy or public 
attitudes. The crucial concept once 
again is 'safety', which actually depends 
on trust.
…I am 'safe' if I trust those operating 
and regulating the system to have 
competence and integrity. Otherwise I 
am in danger, subject to chance or fate.”
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